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"Sinner"
Mm-mm-mm-mm (Bawa)

Mm-mm-mm-mm

Mm-mm

Mm-mm

Mm-mm-mm

Yo!

Sin too much, I think I'm a sinner

Win too much, I think I'm a winner

Lose so much, I think I'ma fail

I just pray that God gon' prevail for me, yeah

Sin too much, I think I'm a sinner

Win too much, I feel like a winner

Lose so much, I think I'ma fail

I just pray that God gon prevail for me, yeah

Made for me

Paved a way for me, yeah
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Rain on me

Now my tank on E

Yeah! I'm stuck on the road now I gotta keep moving

Young boy gotta keep moving

And any way I'm making a way

Gon prevail for me, yeah

Made for me

Paved a way for me, yeah

Rain on me

Now my tank on E

Yeah! I'm stuck on the road

Now, I gotta keep moving

Young boy gotta keep moving

And anyway I'm making a way

How many times did I been in a sitch

How many times did I been in a ditch

I put ice on the neck just 'cause bro don't need ice on the wrist

You see what my dawgs do on the road

That's what I just call diligent shit

Initially but we live like this

Pen and a paper, you're taking the piss

Y'all know what it is

I'm tryna put a 16 down
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Bro at the back rolling up spliffs

But I can't even blame him

Have you ever seen me in the booth before

I just pick up the mic, 10 minutes right

Niggas at the back, they drop they jaws

Shawty too bad, ain't got no flaws

And her ex man told her that

She told me that her baby daddy be chatting the most don't bring no racks

I told her that the boy been wavy in Abj

Push diligent packs

So I got what you need

22 and the king of the streets, yeah

Sometimes I

Sin too much, I think I'm a sinner

Win too much, I think I'm a winner

Lose so much, I think I'ma fail

I just pray that God gon' prevail for me, yeah

Sin too much, I think I'm a sinner

Win too much, I feel like a winner

Lose so much, I think I'ma fail

I just pray that God gon' prevail for me, yeah

Made for me paved a way for me, yeah

Rain on me
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Now my tank on E

Yeah, I'm stuck on the road

Now, I gotta keep moving

Young boy gotta keep moving

And anyway I'm making a way

Gon prevail for me, yeah

Made for me

Paved a way for me, yeah

Rain on me

Now my tank on E

Yeah, I'm stuck on the road

Now, I gotta keep moving

Young boy gotta keep moving

And anyway I'm making a-
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